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How do you think a space 
suit protects astronauts 
from the vacuum of space? 

• the protective equipment 
used by pilots and 
astronauts

• the function and use 
of fl ight simulators

It’s always a good idea to dress for the job. 
Spacefl ight is no different. A space suit is vital for 
preserving life in the vacuum of space. The near 

total lack of pressure is fatal to humans without the help 
of the right gear.

Astronaut Michael T. Good wore a couple of different space 
suits during space shuttle mission STS-125 aboard Atlantis 
in 2009. One protected him during launch and reentry. 
The other shielded him from the effects of space as he 
exited the shuttle to make repairs to the Hubble Space 
Telescope. The telescope is a satellite that orbits Earth at 
17,500 miles per hour to capture images of faraway stars, 
planets, and galaxies. As Good says of fl ying in space, 
“Well, it is a risky business … but I think it’s worth it 
because it’s all part of this exploration process. And 
I think that great nations explore.”

The different suits astronauts must wear are so complex 
that they need help getting them on and off. Back on Earth 
the NASA ground crew can lend a hand. But up in space 
astronauts have to help each other get dressed for the 
hazards of space. The astronaut then walks into an air lock, 
which is an airtight chamber located between two areas 
of different pressure—inside the spacecraft and outside it—
that’s used to control air pressure. The astronaut lets all 
the air out of the air lock before unbolting a hatch to exit 
into space.

Historic spacefl ights and space walks were a memorable 
part of Good’s childhood and young adult years, so it’s 
no surprise that he eventually aimed for a job in space. 
He was seven years old in 1969 when Americans fi rst landed 
on the moon. In 1981, the same year that the fi rst space 
shuttle launched into space, he switched his college 
major to aerospace engineering. At fi rst Good’s interest 



STS-125 Mission Specialist Michael T. Good gets help putting on a training 
STS-125 Mission Specialist Michael T. Good gets help putting on a training 
STS-125 Mission Specialist Michael T. Good gets help putting on a training 

version of his Extravehicular Mobility Unit space suit. It is similar to the suit he 
version of his Extravehicular Mobility Unit space suit. It is similar to the suit he 
version of his Extravehicular Mobility Unit space suit. It is similar to the suit he 

wore in space while repairing the Hubble Space Telescope in 2009.
wore in space while repairing the Hubble Space Telescope in 2009.
wore in space while repairing the Hubble Space Telescope in 2009.

Courtesy of NASACourtesy of NASACourtesy of NASA
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• bleed air
• differential pressure
• ambient pressure
• explosive 

decompression
• rapid decompression
• cannula
• positive pressure
• partial-pressure suit
• full-pressure suit
• parachute
• static line
• ejection seat
• windblast
• fl ight simulator
• altitude chamber
• Barany chair
• centrifugal effect
• centrifuge

was in designing and building airplanes and rockets. This led 
to a career as an Air Force test pilot (test pilots wear special 
protective gear in fl ight), and eventually to his work in space.

Before his 2009 Atlantis fl ight Good shared what he was looking 
forward to as a space walker, which included “just going out the 
hatch especially for the fi rst time and just looking outside, being 
outside in my own spacesuit, you know, kind of my own little 
satellite there, and looking out into space through that visor, 
no windows; looking down at the Earth, watching it pass by, 
looking at the colors, looking out into space, seeing the stars. … 
I’ll remember it for the rest of my life.”

Space suits are a part of what makes these kinds of dreams 
possible.
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The Protective Equipment Used by Pilots and Astronauts
Because high altitudes are not the human body’s normal habitat, people who 
fl y above livable space need special equipment to survive. If they don’t, they 
can suffer from many of the maladies you read about in the previous lesson: 
hypoxia, decompression sickness, and more. The protective equipment that pilots 
and astronauts rely on varies, depending on just how high they intend to go.

Pressurized Cabins

Pilots fl y at high altitudes to get above bad weather and turbulence and to increase 
their aircraft’s fuel effi ciency. To combat the physiological drawbacks that come with 
fl ying at high altitude, many modern aircraft have pressurized cabins, which you 
fi rst read about in Chapter 2, Lesson 1. These systems make it possible to breathe 
naturally without any supplemental device such as a mask.

A typical pressurization system 
creates a kind of protective 
bubble inside the cockpit and 
passenger cabin. It’s a sealed 
unit that contains air under a 
pressure that’s higher than the 
atmospheric pressure outside 
the aircraft. On aircraft powered 
by turbine engines, the system 
uses bleed air—compressed air 
from the engine compressors—
to pressurize the cabin.

A cabin pressurization system 
typically maintains a cabin 
pressure altitude of about 
8,000 feet while the plane 
is fl ying at its maximum 
cruising altitude (Figure 2.1). 
(Cabin altitude is another way 
of referring to cabin pressure.) 
This prevents rapid changes 
in cabin altitude that may be 
uncomfortable or injure crew 
and passengers. The system 
also exchanges air inside the 
cabin for fresh air outside it to 
get rid of odors and stale air. Figure 2.1 Figure 2.1 Figure 2.1 Cabin pressurization systemCabin pressurization systemCabin pressurization system

Reproduced from US Department of Transportation/Federal Aviation Reproduced from US Department of Transportation/Federal Aviation Reproduced from US Department of Transportation/Federal Aviation 
AdministrationAdministrationAdministration
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The System
Pressure systems include a regulator, an outfl ow valve, and a safety valve. 
The regulator maintains cabin pressure within a preset range. It also limits the 
differential pressure, which is the difference in pressure between cabin pressure 
and atmospheric pressure outside the aircraft. Aircraft fuselages generally have 
a maximum amount of differential pressure that the structure can withstand. 
Windows and doors that can rupture as well as cabin size play a role in 
determining structural strength.

Sometimes an aircraft will reach the altitude at which the difference between 
the pressure inside and outside the cabin is at the greatest spread allowed. 
In such a case, any further increases in altitude will result in similar increases 
in cabin altitude. Regulators prevent pressure systems from exceeding the 
maximum differential pressure.

The outfl ow valve, which you read about in Chapter 2, Lesson 1, is a device that 
releases air from the fuselage. By regulating the air exit, the outfl ow valve allows 
for a constant infl ow of air to the pressurized area.

The system’s safety valve includes three parts: a pressure relief valve, a vacuum 
relief valve, and a dump valve. The pressure relief valve keeps the cabin pressure from 
exceeding a chosen differential pressure above ambient pressure. Ambient pressure 
is the pressure in the area immediately surrounding the aircraft. On the other hand, 
the vacuum relief valve prevents ambient pressure from exceeding cabin pressure 
by letting outside air into the cabin. The dump valve releases cabin air to the outside.

Pilots also use several devices to keep tabs on the overall system. These instruments 
do everything from measuring the difference between inside and outside pressure 
to tracking an aircraft’s rate of climb and descent in thousands of feet per minute 
(Figure 2.2). 

Figure 2.2 Figure 2.2 Figure 2.2 Cabin pressurization instrumentsCabin pressurization instrumentsCabin pressurization instruments
Reproduced from US Department of Transportation/Federal Aviation AdministrationReproduced from US Department of Transportation/Federal Aviation AdministrationReproduced from US Department of Transportation/Federal Aviation Administration
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If the System Fails
If an aircraft’s pressurization system fails or the fuselage suffers serious structural 
damage, the plane loses pressure. The differential pressure between the cabin 
and the outside evaporates.

Explosive decompression is a change in cabin pressure that takes place faster than 
the lungs can decompress. This can damage the lungs. Decompression that occurs 
in less than 0.5 seconds is explosive and potentially dangerous. In the case of 
an explosive decompression, you may hear a loud noise, and then see the cabin 
fi ll with fog, dust, or debris. Fog forms because of the rapid drop in temperature 
and change in relative humidity. The ears clear on their own, and air rushes 
from the mouth and nose as air escapes from the lungs.

Rapid decompression, on the other hand, likely won’t hurt the lungs. It’s a change 
in cabin pressure in which the lungs decompress faster than the cabin. However, it 
cuts down on a pilot’s time of useful consciousness as the lungs rapidly exhale 
oxygen, which reduces pressure on the body. (The time of useful consciousness is 
the amount of time a pilot can perform fl ying duties while having an insuffi cient 
oxygen supply.) This decreases the partial pressure of oxygen in the blood, and 
so reduces pilot performance by one-fourth to one-third of normal.

The main danger from decompression is hypoxia, although decompression sickness 
is another hazard. Supplemental oxygen and a rapid descent are two solutions. 
Furthermore, crew and passengers should always wear their seat belts and safety 
harnesses in fl ight. The winds and forces at work during decompression can toss 
individuals around the cabin or even pull them out of openings in the aircraft.

Oxygen Masks

Aircrews can protect themselves from the risks of decompression with oxygen 
equipment. Most high-altitude aircraft come equipped with some type of fi xed 
oxygen equipment. Aircraft without built-in gear should carry portable oxygen 
equipment.

If the ambient temperature—or temperature immediately surrounding an object—around 
an oxygen cylinder falls, you may notice that the pressure in the container also decreases. 
This agrees with Gay-Lussac’s law, which you read about in Chapter 1, Lesson 5. Pressure 
varies directly with temperature if the volume of a gas remains constant.

So if you’ve stored your supplemental oxygen container in an unheated area of the 
aircraft, you may notice the pressure dropping in the cylinder. This drop won’t be due to 
any decrease in the oxygen supply. It simply means that the lower temperatures in the 
surrounding air have compacted the oxygen supply in the cylinders.

Pressure Drop
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Maj Eric Nodland with the Maj Eric Nodland with the Maj Eric Nodland with the 

Michigan Air National Guard’s Michigan Air National Guard’s Michigan Air National Guard’s 

107th Fighter Squadron conducts 107th Fighter Squadron conducts 107th Fighter Squadron conducts 

prefl ight checks in the cockpit of prefl ight checks in the cockpit of prefl ight checks in the cockpit of 

an A-10 Thunderbolt II before an A-10 Thunderbolt II before an A-10 Thunderbolt II before 

a training mission in 2011 at a training mission in 2011 at a training mission in 2011 at 

Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada. Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada. Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada. 

His oxygen mask covers his nose His oxygen mask covers his nose His oxygen mask covers his nose 

and mouth. and mouth. and mouth. 
Courtesy of USAF/TSgt Michael Courtesy of USAF/TSgt Michael Courtesy of USAF/TSgt Michael 

R. HolzworthR. HolzworthR. Holzworth

The Equipment
Portable equipment, as one example, includes a 
container, regulator, and mask. Containers hold 
oxygen under high pressure—usually 1,800–2,200 
pounds per square inch (psi). They should be fi lled 
only with aviation oxygen, which is 100 percent pure 
oxygen. Medical oxygen contains water vapor, which 
could freeze at high altitudes, and industrial oxygen 
can contain impurities. 

The regulator supplies the fl ow of oxygen. How much it supplies depends on 
the design intended for different altitudes. For example, regulators for use up to 
40,000 feet provide no oxygen from the cylinders and 100 percent cabin air at 
cabin altitudes of 8,000 feet or less. But as cabin altitude increases, that ratio will 
eventually change to 100 percent oxygen and no cabin air at around 34,000 feet 
cabin altitude. Regulators for use up to 45,000 feet, however, provide 40 percent 
cylinder oxygen and 60 percent cabin air at lower 
altitudes. The ratio changes to 100 percent oxygen 
at higher altitudes. 

Not every mask works with every oxygen system. 
The two must be compatible. Masks should fi t 
securely enough over the face to prevent oxygen 
from leaking out. Most masks cover only the nose 
and mouth. Some masks include microphones 
so the crew can speak to one another. 
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Another device that administers oxygen is the cannula, a piece of plastic tubing 
that runs under the nose. Cannulas are more comfortable than masks, and crews 
can use them up to 18,000 feet. Before every fl ight pilots should inspect their 
oxygen system, including checking for cracks in masks and cannula tubing, 
and verifying oxygen quantity and pressure.

Types of Oxygen Delivery Systems
How an oxygen system delivers air depends again on the intended altitude. 
It also depends on who will be using it.

Users of the continuous-fl ow oxygen system generally include passengers because 
it’s less expensive than other systems. It works up to 28,000 feet. It provides a steady 
supply of air through a cup that fi ts easily over the nose and mouth and a bag that 
collects oxygen from the system until the user is ready to inhale. It is an ineffi cient 
system, however, because the oxygen fl ows whether the person is inhaling or 
exhaling. This uses up the oxygen supply more quickly than other systems.

The diluter-demand oxygen system operates up to 40,000 feet. It supplies oxygen 
only when the user inhales through the mask. That is, it supplies oxygen only 
when there is a demand for it, as the system’s name implies. It stops the fl ow while 
the user is exhaling. This preserves the oxygen supply in the container. Depending 
on the altitude, the system also dilutes, or weakens, the oxygen fl owing into the 
mask by mixing it with cabin air.

The pressure-demand oxygen system functions above 40,000 feet. It works very much 
like the diluter system, except that it supplies oxygen at  positive pressure at cabin 
altitudes above 34,000 feet. Positive pressure is a forceful fl ow of oxygen that slightly 
overinfl ates the lungs. It creates a pressure in the lungs that is similar to the pressure 
found at lower altitudes. Without positive pressure, 100 percent oxygen isn’t 
enough to protect pilots at great altitudes. Positive pressure allows pilots to fl y 
above 40,000 feet.

Pressure Suits

Oxygen systems alone, however, can’t protect crew and passengers in every 
instance. Very high altitudes call for an additional piece of equipment called the 
pressure suit. While atmospheric pressure at sea level is 14.7 psi, the human body 
can actually survive with pure oxygen delivered to the body at a pressure slightly 
less than 3 psi. Pilots and astronauts fi nd these conditions at very high altitudes 
and in the vacuum of space, which contains a near absence of gases and pressure. 

The partial-pressure suit  is a close-fi tting garment that covers most—but not all—
of the body and creates pressure to support life. Fighter, bomber, and test pilots were 
some of the fi rst to wear these suits. Test pilot Capt Charles E. “Chuck” Yeager was 
one of these pilots. In 1947 he fl ew the experimental aircraft X-1 at 43,000 feet 
and broke the sound barrier at Mach 1.06.
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Suit designs included infl atable tubes called capstans. When fi lled with air, they 
tightened the suit around the body. The purpose was to exert enough pressure to 
balance the breathing pressure and prevent hypoxia. However, the suits generally 
restricted pilot movement, provided no way to release heat and sweat, and were 
too heavy. 

The effects of altitude are as follows:

• Above 10,000 feet some people grow short of breath and dizzy.
• Above 20,000 feet they need supplemental oxygen.
• At 34,000 feet pilots need 100 percent oxygen to equal oxygen’s partial pressure 

at sea level.
• Above 40,000 feet they need 100 percent oxygen under positive pressure.
• Above 50,000 feet, a near-space environment, the body requires a pressure suit.
• At 55,000 feet atmospheric pressure is so low that water vapor in the body 

appears to boil. It makes the skin infl ate like a balloon.
• At 63,000 feet blood at normal body temperature (98 degrees F, or 36.6 degrees C) 

appears to boil. Just as your ears pop while traveling on a plane, reduced atmospheric 
pressure at these high altitudes allows the gases in your body to expand to the point 
that they appear to boil off.

• Above 65,000 feet the atmospheric pressure nears that of space. Pressure suits 
must offer enough protection for a human to survive in a near vacuum.

Life Under Pressure: A Summary

Test pilot Joseph Walker stands Test pilot Joseph Walker stands Test pilot Joseph Walker stands 
beside the X-1E at the NASA beside the X-1E at the NASA beside the X-1E at the NASA 
High-Speed Flight Station High-Speed Flight Station High-Speed Flight Station 
at Edwards Air Force Base at Edwards Air Force Base at Edwards Air Force Base 
in 1958. He’s wearing an early in 1958. He’s wearing an early in 1958. He’s wearing an early 
Air Force partial-pressure suit Air Force partial-pressure suit Air Force partial-pressure suit 
meant to protect him if the meant to protect him if the meant to protect him if the 
cockpit lost pressure above cockpit lost pressure above cockpit lost pressure above 
50,000 feet. 50,000 feet. 50,000 feet. 
Courtesy of NASACourtesy of NASACourtesy of NASA
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In addition pilots couldn’t use them at very high altitudes for long stretches or to 
explore space because the suits didn’t adequately protect the body. They needed 
something more. This led to the invention of the full-pressure suit. This is a type of 
suit that covers the entire body from head to toe, surrounding the wearer in a protective, 
contained environment similar to a pressurized cabin. It consists of a gas bladder that 
maintains a pressure of about 3 psi on the body when infl ated. It has a built-in 
ventilation system to help with heat. A full-pressure helmet tops off the ensemble.

Astronauts with Project Mercury, America’s fi rst manned space program, which 
lasted from 1958 to 1963, wore two-layer full-pressure suits. The inner layer 
surrounded the astronaut with pure oxygen. The outer layer exerted pressure 
on the inner layer to keep it from blowing up like a balloon. Scientists designed 
the suits to infl ate only if a spacecraft lost cabin pressure. During Project Mercury, 
all the spacecraft maintained their pressure, so the suits never infl ated.

Astronauts in today’s space program also wear full-pressure suits. They need 
them when they go on space walks outside the International Space Station to 
make repairs. Modern-day pilots also make frequent use of full-pressure suits. 
For instance, pilots who fl y the U-2 spy plane soar more than 70,000 feet into 
the air where full-pressure suits are necessary. When pilots fi rst started testing 
the U-2 in the 1950s, they only wore partial-pressure suits. 

US Air Force TSgt Vontez Morrow preps US Air Force U-2 pilot Capt Beau Block 
US Air Force TSgt Vontez Morrow preps US Air Force U-2 pilot Capt Beau Block 
US Air Force TSgt Vontez Morrow preps US Air Force U-2 pilot Capt Beau Block for a mission on 13 March 2011. Block took off from Osan Air Base, South 
for a mission on 13 March 2011. Block took off from Osan Air Base, South 
for a mission on 13 March 2011. Block took off from Osan Air Base, South Korea, to capture imagery of the earthquake- and tsunami-affected areas 
Korea, to capture imagery of the earthquake- and tsunami-affected areas 
Korea, to capture imagery of the earthquake- and tsunami-affected areas of Japan. His full-pressure suit protects him during high-altitude fl ight. 
of Japan. His full-pressure suit protects him during high-altitude fl ight. 
of Japan. His full-pressure suit protects him during high-altitude fl ight. Courtesy of USAF/SMSgt Paul HolcombCourtesy of USAF/SMSgt Paul HolcombCourtesy of USAF/SMSgt Paul Holcomb
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Emergency Equipment

In rare cases pilots may have to escape from their aircraft. Engines may lose 
power because of mechanical failure or a large bird strike. Enemy fi re may 
damage engines or the aircraft body beyond repair. Pilots have options when 
they aren’t able to safely glide their plane back to the ground.

Parachutes
A parachute is a large cloth device that slows descent. Parachute parts include 
a large cloth canopy, lines, risers, a harness fastened around the body, and 
a container. Lines attach the canopy to the risers. Risers are bands that connect 
the lines to the container and harness. The parachute itself is packed away in the 
container that the pilot wears either on his or her back or in front. The harness 
hugs the container and risers to the body so the pilot is secure during descent.

After jumping from an aircraft, a pilot enters free fall. Gravity draws the pilot 
toward Earth. The parachute opens when the pilot yanks a ripcord. Some 
parachutes include a pilot chute, which is a very small parachute that hauls 
the big canopy out of its pack. Some also include a reserve parachute, which 
the user can deploy if everything else malfunctions.

Navy SEALs free-fall jump from the ramp of a C-17 Globemaster III at 12,500 feet on Navy SEALs free-fall jump from the ramp of a C-17 Globemaster III at 12,500 feet on Navy SEALs free-fall jump from the ramp of a C-17 Globemaster III at 12,500 feet on 
15 April 2010 over Fort Pickett Maneuver Training Center, Virginia. 15 April 2010 over Fort Pickett Maneuver Training Center, Virginia. 15 April 2010 over Fort Pickett Maneuver Training Center, Virginia. 
Courtesy of USAF/SSgt Brian FergusonCourtesy of USAF/SSgt Brian FergusonCourtesy of USAF/SSgt Brian Ferguson
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A parachute works by creating drag. The canopy encounters air molecules, 
and this slows the pilot’s descent. The pilot can guide the parachute either 
left or right with toggles, which are lines attached to the canopy. 

Starting in 1922 the US Army ordered all its pilots to wear parachutes. It also 
switched to manually deployed parachutes. Up to this point most parachutes 
had automatically deployed as the user jumped from the aircraft. Paratroopers 
today still sometimes use the static line—a cord attached to the aircraft and pack 

that automatically deploys the parachute as a jumper exits 
the aircraft—to engage their parachutes when jumping 
in nonemergency situations. But in an emergency pilots 
nowadays generally use a parachute that doesn’t use 
a static line to deploy. This gives them time to drop 
away from a damaged aircraft, which may be on fi re 
or spinning out of control, before releasing the canopy 
from its pack. That way they don’t get tangled up 
with the aircraft. 

Airmen from the 720th Special Tactics Group at Hurlburt Field, Florida, use a static line as they jump out Airmen from the 720th Special Tactics Group at Hurlburt Field, Florida, use a static line as they jump out Airmen from the 720th Special Tactics Group at Hurlburt Field, Florida, use a static line as they jump out 
of a C-130 Hercules over the Florida coastline during a water rescue exercise. of a C-130 Hercules over the Florida coastline during a water rescue exercise. of a C-130 Hercules over the Florida coastline during a water rescue exercise. 
Courtesy of USAF/Amn Matthew R. LokenCourtesy of USAF/Amn Matthew R. LokenCourtesy of USAF/Amn Matthew R. Loken

Wing TIPS

today still sometimes use the

Wing
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Ejection Seats
Modern jet fi ghters fl y so fast that 
escape by parachute alone isn’t an 
option. This is why fi ghter pilots 
use an ejection seat, a seat that 
thrusts a pilot out of an aircraft in 
an emergency. The military refers 
to these seats as a pilot’s “last 
chance for life.” 

If a pilot tried to escape a damaged 
fi ghter with only a parachute, he 
or she would be battling g-forces 
and windblast. Windblast is the 
effect of air friction on a pilot who 
ejects from a high-speed aircraft. 
It can injure or even kill a pilot 
in part because the windblast can 
slam the pilot into the fuselage 
before he or she can jump away 
from the plane. G-forces can pin 
a pilot in place so that movement, 
such as jumping from a plane, 
is next to impossible.

An ejection seat helps pilots overcome 
these hazards. It has many parts. First 
is the pilot’s seat, which is padded. 
Second is a system built into the seat 
made up of explosives or electrical 
circuitry to trigger the ejection process. 
Third is a rocket on the back of the seat 
to propel the seat with the pilot in it 
from the cockpit.

Generally the pilot starts the ejection process by 
tugging on a fi ring handle. Before the seat can leave 
the aircraft, the ejection system must kick off the 
overhead canopy. Otherwise the pilot will crash 
into it. Once the canopy is out of the way, the seat 
rides out of the cockpit on rails that steer it up 
and away from the aircraft. 

SSgt Ronald Kavanaugh and A1C William Stanton inspect 
SSgt Ronald Kavanaugh and A1C William Stanton inspect 
SSgt Ronald Kavanaugh and A1C William Stanton inspect 

an ejection seat from an F-22 Raptor on 12 May 2010 
an ejection seat from an F-22 Raptor on 12 May 2010 
an ejection seat from an F-22 Raptor on 12 May 2010 

at Langley Air Force Base, Virginia. 
at Langley Air Force Base, Virginia. 
at Langley Air Force Base, Virginia. 

Courtesy of USAF/A1C Jason J. Brown
Courtesy of USAF/A1C Jason J. Brown
Courtesy of USAF/A1C Jason J. Brown

Wing TIPSWing
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Seats used to be less stable than they are today. Engineers now build them with 
devices called gyroscopes that prevent the seat from weaving and rolling in midair. 
Seats may deploy small parachutes called drogue chutes or drag chutes. These 
also steady the ejector seat’s motion through the air and help with deceleration. 
Modern ejection systems work not only at high speeds and altitudes, but also when 
an aircraft is moving slowly or even when stationary on the ground. 

The ejection seat has a system of harnesses that secures the pilot to the seat. 
Once the pilot clears the aircraft and has decelerated to a safe speed, the harnesses 
automatically unlatch. At the same time a parachute called the reserve parachute 
deploys and yanks the pilot away from the seat. The pilot can then drift to the 
ground. Pilots ejecting at high altitudes also need an oxygen mask or some other 
device to protect them from hypoxia. The right clothes are also important because 
the temperatures can be dangerously low at high altitude.

Capt Christopher Stricklin ejects Capt Christopher Stricklin ejects Capt Christopher Stricklin ejects 
from the USAF Thunderbirds from the USAF Thunderbirds from the USAF Thunderbirds 
number six aircraft less than number six aircraft less than number six aircraft less than 
a second before it hits the a second before it hits the a second before it hits the 
ground at an air show at ground at an air show at ground at an air show at 
Mountain Home Air Force Base, Mountain Home Air Force Base, Mountain Home Air Force Base, 
Idaho, on 14 September 2003. Idaho, on 14 September 2003. Idaho, on 14 September 2003. 
Stricklin, who was not injured, Stricklin, who was not injured, Stricklin, who was not injured, 
ejected after both guiding the ejected after both guiding the ejected after both guiding the 
jet away from the crowd of jet away from the crowd of jet away from the crowd of 
more than 60,000 people more than 60,000 people more than 60,000 people 
and ensuring he couldn’t save and ensuring he couldn’t save and ensuring he couldn’t save 
the aircraft. This was only the the aircraft. This was only the the aircraft. This was only the 
second crash since the Air second crash since the Air second crash since the Air 
Force began using F-16 Falcons Force began using F-16 Falcons Force began using F-16 Falcons 
for its demonstration team in for its demonstration team in for its demonstration team in 
1982. The ACES II ejection seat 1982. The ACES II ejection seat 1982. The ACES II ejection seat 
performed fl awlessly. performed fl awlessly. performed fl awlessly. 
Courtesy of USAF/SSgt Bennie Courtesy of USAF/SSgt Bennie Courtesy of USAF/SSgt Bennie 
J. Davis IIIJ. Davis IIIJ. Davis III
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The Function and Use of Flight Simulators
Besides all of the protective gear available, pilots and astronauts have a range of 
equipment they can train on to prepare for fl ight hazards. A fl ight simulator  is 
a machine that imitates real-life situations and dangers that pilots may face. Military 
and civilian pilots use fl ight simulators to train for many types of in-fl ight situations. 
Crew members can do things with a simulator that can’t be safely replicated with a 
normal fl ight. In addition, the National Transportation Safety Board uses simulators 
when investigating accidents to try to re-create conditions in the aircraft cockpit 
before the crash.

When pilots train on a simulator, they sit in a room that looks like a cockpit with 
realistic seats, harnesses, headsets, and fl ight controls. They have all the blinking 
lights before them that a real cockpit might have. Finally, screens surround the 
mock cockpit with images that the pilots might see if they were looking out of the 
windows of a real cockpit. A simulator is a safe place to make mistakes so a pilot 
doesn’t make them out in the real world. It also saves wear and tear on real aircraft 
and on fuel. 

Two pilots and a fl ight engineer fl y inside an HC-130 Hercules simulator during training Two pilots and a fl ight engineer fl y inside an HC-130 Hercules simulator during training Two pilots and a fl ight engineer fl y inside an HC-130 Hercules simulator during training 
at Moody Air Force Base, Georgia. Pilots, navigators, fl ight engineers, and other crew at Moody Air Force Base, Georgia. Pilots, navigators, fl ight engineers, and other crew at Moody Air Force Base, Georgia. Pilots, navigators, fl ight engineers, and other crew 
members train on simulators as if on a real mission. members train on simulators as if on a real mission. members train on simulators as if on a real mission. 
Courtesy of USAF/A1C Benjamin WisemanCourtesy of USAF/A1C Benjamin WisemanCourtesy of USAF/A1C Benjamin Wiseman
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Altitude Chamber

In addition to using fl ight simulators, military pilots and astronauts undergo 
special training for the unusual fl ight conditions they will encounter. Training 
for high-altitude fl ight may include in-class instruction. The class covers many 
of the topics you’ve already read about, from hyperventilation to trapped gas. 
It may also include time in an altitude chamber. This is a sealed room that reproduces 
a high-altitude environment. Because not everyone reacts the same way to reduced 
pressure, a monitored session in an altitude chamber helps a pilot get familiar 
with the warning signs of hypoxia.

Pilots have to meet certain requirements to take part in an altitude chamber 
exercise. They can’t have a cold because colds can make it more diffi cult to 
equalize pressure in the ears. Beards aren’t allowed because they can interfere 
with the oxygen mask’s fi t. And pilots must present proof that they’ve had 
a medical exam, usually within the past 12 months.

Before starting the mock fl ight in the chamber, participants breathe pure oxygen 
for about 30 minutes. An instructor outside the chamber gives instructions 
and controls the pressure. Other instructors join the students inside the altitude 
chamber to make sure everyone is safe throughout the exercise. Students wear 
their oxygen masks as the chamber loses pressure. Once the chamber gets to the 
equivalent of about 25,000 feet, the students take turns removing their masks 
to test their reactions to low pressure. Instructors then put them through some 
easy exercises that can seem very diffi cult when one is deprived of oxygen. 
Those still wearing their masks can watch how others respond.

A1C Brendan Davis A1C Brendan Davis A1C Brendan Davis 
gives instruction to gives instruction to gives instruction to 
Coast Guard aviation Coast Guard aviation Coast Guard aviation 
maintenance technician maintenance technician maintenance technician 
students from Elizabeth students from Elizabeth students from Elizabeth 
City, North Carolina, City, North Carolina, City, North Carolina, 
Coast Guard Station, Coast Guard Station, Coast Guard Station, 
in an altitude chamber in an altitude chamber in an altitude chamber 
during training at during training at during training at 
Langley Air Force Base, Langley Air Force Base, Langley Air Force Base, 
Virginia. Virginia. Virginia. 
Courtesy of USAF/SSgt Courtesy of USAF/SSgt Courtesy of USAF/SSgt 
Samuel RogersSamuel RogersSamuel Rogers
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A West Virginia University student named Ryan Coder who had the chance to try an 
altitude chamber fl ight through NASA said, “After about 10 seconds you get used to it. 
For me it wasn’t too bad. At the end I got kind of lightheaded and by the end I was just 
staring at a fi xed point. One kid in my chamber passed out.” Another college student 
who also took part in the same exercise—Duncan Miller of the University of Michigan—
said, “When you breathe in the air, it feels like normal air. You start to feel a little tingly.”

After the participants have spent enough time at low pressure, they put their 
masks back on. The instructor outside the chamber slowly normalizes the pressure. 
For several hours after a mock fl ight, participants are not allowed to fl y as a crew 
member, exercise, or drink alcohol. 

Barany Chair

Another training device is called a  Barany chair—a spinning device that demonstrates 
the hazards of spatial disorientation. Pilots not only grapple with spatial disorientation 
when they train in a Barany chair—they might also fi ght motion sickness, just as 
when fl ying. Instructors use the chair to help students overcome both problems. 
The Barany chair simulates aircraft maneuvers using the centrifugal effect, the inertia 
that appears to fl ing a body away from the center of rotation.

When the eyes and the inner ear don’t agree, a pilot might not know which way 
is up, down, or sideways. People are land animals. When on the ground, the human 
senses are very accurate at reading direction and speed. But up in the air where 
a pilot can’t put his or her feet on solid, level ground, the senses can get confused. 

College student Duncan College student Duncan College student Duncan 

Miller from the University Miller from the University Miller from the University 

of Michigan shows off of Michigan shows off of Michigan shows off 

his Superman moves his Superman moves his Superman moves 

during a zero-gravity during a zero-gravity during a zero-gravity 

fl ight aboard a modifi ed fl ight aboard a modifi ed fl ight aboard a modifi ed 

Boeing 727 in 2010. Boeing 727 in 2010. Boeing 727 in 2010. 

Miller conducted Miller conducted Miller conducted 

experiments in electric experiments in electric experiments in electric 

propulsion. propulsion. propulsion. 
Courtesy of NASACourtesy of NASACourtesy of NASA
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The Barany chair, which rotates smoothly, isolates the vestibular system to train 
pilots to accurately read signals from the inner ear.

The chair has a metal hoop around it about waist high. Once seated and strapped 
in, the student puts on ear covers to block out noise and a blindfold to prevent 
any visual clues. Now the pilot only has the inner ear to sense direction and speed. 
The student holds his or her head upright and rests his or her fi sts on the hoop. 
The instructor then spins the pilot, who indicates which way he or she thinks the 
chair is spinning by pointing with the thumbs. After several rotations, the instructor 
slowly stops the chair. Spatial disorientation sets in pretty quickly in this exercise 
because the fl uid in the inner ear will either lag behind the chair’s motion or get 
ahead of it once the chair has slowed or stopped. In addition, the instructor may 
ask the pilot to tilt his or her head to the left, right, down to the chin, or back, 
all of which confuse the signals from the inner ear fl uid.

If a pilot is getting instruction for airsickness, the blinders and ear covers aren’t 
needed. Training to end airsickness takes about three days. It includes trying 
to pinpoint what causes the motion sickness. A session in the chair may include 
getting spun for 10 minutes three times with 10-minute breaks between spins. 
The student spins at a rate of about 25 revolutions per minute. Usually by the 
third day, no one gets sick.

One way to fi ght airsickness is to inhale deeply through the nose and exhale through 
the mouth. This exercise is meant to relax the body. Another is to clench and release 
different muscle groups, which is also supposed to get rid of tension. 

A1C Brendan Davis (A1C Brendan Davis (A1C Brendan Davis (leftleftleftA1C Brendan Davis (leftA1C Brendan Davis (A1C Brendan Davis (A1C Brendan Davis (leftA1C Brendan Davis (leftA1C Brendan Davis (leftA1C Brendan Davis (A1C Brendan Davis (A1C Brendan Davis (leftA1C Brendan Davis ( ) takes Coast Guard Amn Paul Jaquish through a spatial 
) takes Coast Guard Amn Paul Jaquish through a spatial 
) takes Coast Guard Amn Paul Jaquish through a spatial 

left) takes Coast Guard Amn Paul Jaquish through a spatial 
leftleftleft) takes Coast Guard Amn Paul Jaquish through a spatial 
left) takes Coast Guard Amn Paul Jaquish through a spatial 
left) takes Coast Guard Amn Paul Jaquish through a spatial 
leftleftleft) takes Coast Guard Amn Paul Jaquish through a spatial 
left

disorientation exercise in a Barany chair at Langley Air Force Base, Virginia.
disorientation exercise in a Barany chair at Langley Air Force Base, Virginia.
disorientation exercise in a Barany chair at Langley Air Force Base, Virginia.

Courtesy of USAF/SSgt Samuel RogersCourtesy of USAF/SSgt Samuel RogersCourtesy of USAF/SSgt Samuel Rogers
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The “Vomit Comet”

Astronauts train in simulated weightlessness in an aircraft 
dubbed the Vomit Comet because people sometimes get 
airsick during their sessions in it. Scientists and college 
students also get to join in on NASA’s Reduced Gravity 
Program to conduct experiments on the aircraft. The 
space agency uses twin-jet C-9 and modifi ed Boeing 727 aircraft that let astronaut 
pilots experience weightlessness before they head into space. 

The Vomit Comet ascends to a cruising altitude of about 24,000 feet. Then it 
soars to more than 32,000 feet at a 45-degree angle, only to descend back 
to 24,000 feet also at a 45-degree angle (Figure 2.3). 
Each parabola—the roller coaster ride up and down—
gives the astronauts-in-training about 25 seconds of 
near-weightlessness. Each fl ight runs through anywhere 
from 40 to 60 parabolas, and takes two to three hours 
to complete. 

On the leg up, 2 Gs pin passengers to the aircraft 
fl oor. But at the parabola peak, it’s low gravity. 
During these moments of apparent weightlessness, 
the students can fl oat, spin, and tumble harmlessly 
about the aircraft. Aircraft walls have straps students 
can grip if they need to orient themselves. 

Wing TIPS
Astronauts train in simulated weightlessness in an aircraft 

Wing

Wing TIPS—the roller coaster ride up and down—

near-weightlessness. Each fl ight runs through anywhere 

Wing

Figure 2.3 Figure 2.3 Figure 2.3 A typical A typical A typical 
zero-G maneuver zero-G maneuver zero-G maneuver 
by NASA’s by NASA’s by NASA’s 
Reduced Gravity Reduced Gravity Reduced Gravity 
Program aircraftProgram aircraftProgram aircraft
Reproduced from Reproduced from Reproduced from 
NASA/JSCNASA/JSCNASA/JSC
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Centrifuges

Pilots and astronauts may also train on a machine called a  centrifuge—a device 
that creates artifi cial gravity forces by spinning around a central point. The main 
reason for centrifuge training is to prevent gravity-induced loss of consciousness, 
or G-LOC. This can occur when pilots are exposed to high Gz, which you read 
about in the previous lesson. 

Perhaps you’ve ridden on a circular carnival ride that spins dizzyingly fast. 
Standing inside it, your back is pressed against the wall. It spins faster and faster 
until, suddenly, the fl oor falls away. But you don’t fall with it. You remain in 
place, pinned to the wall by forces as great as 3 Gs. That’s only a bit less than 
the 3.2 Gs astronauts experience during takeoff into space. (They feel about 
1.4 Gs during reentry.) By contrast, a NASA centrifuge at the Ames Research 
Center at Moffett Field, California, spins humans at up to 12.5 Gs.

The Air Force’s centrifuge at Holloman AFB, which closed in October 2010, 
could be confi gured to simulate the effects of aircraft ranging from a T-38 Talon 
trainer to an F-22 Raptor fi ghter aircraft. A new Air Force centrifuge is under 
construction at Wright-Patterson AFB in Ohio. It is scheduled to begin operating 
in 2012. Until then, private contractors conduct the training at facilities in 
San Antonio, Texas.

This lesson has looked at a range of protective equipment pilots needs to fl y 
safely, especially at increased altitudes. It also reviewed some types of prefl ight 
training pilots and crew go through to prepare for emergency situations in 
the air. The next chapter will explore navigation—how a pilot fi nds his or her 
way from one place to another. The fi rst lesson will explain how to work with 
navigation basics—latitude, longitude, and Earth’s size and shape.

NASA’s centrifuge at the Ames Research CenterNASA’s centrifuge at the Ames Research CenterNASA’s centrifuge at the Ames Research Center
Courtesy of NASACourtesy of NASACourtesy of NASA
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POINTSCHECK✔ POINTSPOINTSPOINTSCHECKCHECKCHECKCHECKCHECKCHECK✔CHECKCHECKCHECKCHECK✔✔CHECK✔CHECK✔CHECK✔CHECK✔✔CHECKCHECKCHECKCHECK✔✔✔✔✔✔✔CHECK✔CHECK✔CHECK✔CHECK✔✔
Lesson 2 Review
Using complete sentences, answer the following questions on a sheet of paper.

1. What is positive pressure, and what does it create?

2. What would happen if a pilot tried to escape a damaged fi ghter with only 
a parachute?

3. What do military and civilian pilots use fl ight simulators for?

4. Why do instructors join the students inside the altitude chamber?

5. What is a Barany chair?

6. What happens on the leg up in the Vomit Comet?

APPLYING YOUR LEARNINGAPPLYING YOUR LEARNINGAPPLYING YOUR LEARNINGAPPLYING YOUR LEARNINGAPPLYING YOUR LEARNINGAPPLYING YOUR LEARNINGAPPLYING YOUR LEARNINGAPPLYING YOUR LEARNING

7. If you’re a test pilot fl ying above 40,000 feet, what kinds of protective 
equipment will you need and why? 


